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HIGHER RATES FOR BROADCASTS

UNION-BBC DISPUTE NOW SETTLED


The report from the independent arbitrating committee is a step forward in the dispute which has already cost the BBC hundreds of thousands of pounds. The committee, which consists of two members of the BBC and one member of the union, was appointed by the Labour government in the summer of 1947.

TRADE AMBASSADORS HOME

DENIS WILL INTRODUCE NOVELTY TO FISCHER'S

FURNISHING in the atmosphere of the Fischer's department store last week, there was a display of the department store's new accessories, which included a number of novelty items. Among them was a new line of glassware, including a set of five different-sized finger bowls, each decorated with a different design. The bowls were made of high-quality glass and were designed to be used for special occasions, such as weddings or galas. Deni

CHRISTMAS MAGAZINE ON GREAT LUXEMBOURG

With the Christmas issue of the magazine, the Luxembourger Chapel Committee has produced a publication that is both informative and visually appealing. The magazine features articles on the history and culture of Luxembourg, as well as interviews with prominent personalities in the country. The cover is a striking depiction of the Grand Ducal Palace, which is located in the heart of Luxembourg City.

DOUGLAS SAVES SONNY ROSE'S BROADCAST

MENDLSSOHN SIGNS TRIO

Mendelssohn Signs Trio

What we find here is a fine piece of work by a composer who is well known for his ability to spin a good tune. The work is set in a beautiful setting, with a lovely melody that is easy on the ear. The composer has taken the time to create a work that is both interesting and enjoyable.

ELLENTON AND PHILLIPS IN BIG SHOW

ELLENTON AND PHILLIPS IN BIG SHOW

Dr. Ellynton and Phillips will be the stars of the show at the Royal Albert Hall on Saturday night. The duo will perform a variety of songs and numbers, including some of their own compositions. The performance will be a tribute to the talent and creativity of these two artists.

MITCHELL TRIO SECURE AN IMPORTANT ENGAGEMENT

WEST END MAJESTY THEATRE... A TERRIFIC DOUBLE BILL... A SCANDALOUS DEBUT... YOU BELONG TO SOMEONE ELSE CUTHBERT SONNETS' WHO CAMELAST WEDNESDAY...ROGUES GALLERY... TO SOR TENDERLY... UNDERNEATH THE ARCHES... LITTLE GIRL... THE RUSTLE OF STRINGS...
Record Ban Lifted

The Voice

NO INCREASE IN PRICE

Musical Express will not be increasing its prices. For a long time now, we have believed that our charges are already very reasonable, and that they were just, as the saying goes, "not the best of prices." We are now, and we have been, prepared to stand by that opinion.

The Voice of the people is a phrase that is often heard in these parts. It is a phrase that is often used to describe the way that people feel about a certain situation. In this case, it is a phrase that is used to describe the way that people feel about the price of Musical Express.

THE GREAT VANISHING

This is the week of the great vanishing. All the dogs in the neighborhood have disappeared. They have all been collected in a large box and have been carted away to a distant place. The dogs are gone. The neighborhood is quiet. The streets are empty. The children are in school. The adults are at work. The dogs are gone.

MIXED BAG FOR XMAS

by Malcolm Rayment

Ugly little raining bugger, yes, and I must say, it was a surprise to see what a lovely little creature could be. But it is a lovely little creature, and I am glad to see it.

Cinephonic ****

wish you all a very Happy Xmas

and a prosperous New Year

Old Solman, Ray Berry

John Douglas, George Record

Jane Porter, Jo Bevan

TOPS with

LOUIS ARMSTRONG

HARTLEY'S

for orchestration

RUDY MUCK

CABINET KIM

Tops with Americans and

French and Italian artists.

In addition to the usual

Rudy Muck's

DALLAS

THE DALLAS WEDDING BAND

ABOVE YOUR WEDDING BAND

To our many new friends.

The Season's Greetings

With our best wishes for your happy and prosperous New Year.
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"The Sound Track"

by STEVE RACE

"The Sound Track" has received a tremendous following in Canada. It has been played in many of the most prominent Canadian cities, and has created a sensation. The Brummel Band, under the direction of Steve Race, has become a favorite among the Canadian jazz fans. The band's sound is unique, and their performances are always a hit. The band's repertoire includes a mix of classic jazz standards and original compositions, all arranged in a way that highlights the talents of each musician. The Brummel Band is a true testament to the power of music to bring people together, and their performances continue to captivate audiences across Canada. This is a must-see for any jazz fan in Canada.
SEASONAL GREETINGS FROM JACK COLES TO ALL MY FRIENDS

VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

To You and Yours

May This Festive Season Be A Happy One

Sincerely

ALAN BREEZE

TO OUR FRIENDS EVERYWHERE

A HAPPY CHRISTMAS SONG FROM THE

RAY ELLINGTON QUARTET

A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

FROM TOM HENRY